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Abstract: Methods of linear systems theory are used to study 
matrices of rational numbers. An analogue to state space 
realizations of matrices over F(z) is defined and the construc- 
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concept of straight bases of a finite abelian group. 
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1. Introduction 

Let WE Fsx’(z) be a matrix of rational Func- 
tions over an algebraically closed field F and let 

w(z) = C(zI-A)-‘B+D(z) 0 *I> 
be a state space realization of- W. If A is of 
minimal size and A is in Jordan normal form, 
then (1.1) displays the pole structure of W and 
can be regarded as a generalization of a partial 
fraction expansion. We will define a decomposi- 
tion of matrices of rational numbers which is a 
counterpart to (1.1) .and thus shares many of its 
properties. For an integer matrix M = (mij) we 
write 0 < M <p if 0 Q mij <p holds for all ele- 
ments of M. 

Definition 1.1. Let WE Qsx’ be given and let 
P - N, C, B and D be integer matrices of size 
m Xm, sXm, mX t and s X t respectively and let 
pl,. . . , pk be primes. We call 

W=C(P-N)-‘B+D (1.2) 

a state group realization of W if 

P-N=diag(p,I-N,,...,p,I-N,), 

Using the Smith-MacMillan form we have 
shown in [5] that any WE Qsx’ admits a state 
group realization. We have also derived rank con- 
ditions (mod P) and proved an isomorphism theo- 
rem for minimal realizations. In this note we 
continue our investigation [5] and set up a frame- 
work to study rational matrices with methods 
which have their origin in linear systems theory. 
As an example of this transfer of techniques we 
adapt the state space model in [3] to construct a 
state group realization. 

2. Background 

In this section we record some basic facts con- 
cerning the polynomial approach in systems the- 
ory and Fuhrmann’s state space model [3]. Thereby 
parallels as well as discrepancies between matrices 
over F(z) and Q will emerge. 

A rational function f~ F(z) can be written 
uniquely as 

f=h+k P-1) 

such that k E F[z] and h = 0 or h = b/c, b, c E 
F[z], deg b < deg c. If f is expanded into a for- 
mal power series 

f(z) = ; f”Z” 
Y-- co 

then 

h(z) =‘c fvzy. 
v-=0 

We put 

nf:=h (2.2) 
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and define 

(IL :=f-l. (2.3) 

The preceding definitions (2.2) and (2.3) will be 
extended component-wise to vectors and matrices 
of rational functions. 

In the following we occasionally write R for 
F[z] and K for F(z). This is to indicate the above 
mentioned parallels; in those instances we later 
will be able to substitute H for R and Q for K. 

Let 

W= VG-‘U+ D 

be a realization of WE Ksx’ such that 

(2.4) 

VE Rsx”, U E R”X’, 
GE R”x”, D E Rsx’ 

(2.5) 

and G is nonsingular. To obtain a state space 
realization out of (2.4) one chooses a state space 
isomorphic to 

R”/GR”. (2.6) 

The quotient module (2.6) has a concrete repre- 
sentation in R”. Define a projection rc : R” + R” 
by 

rGf = GnG-‘f, f E R”. (2.7) 

Its image 

V, := Im ~zc (2.8) 

is an R-module with kv = vGkv, k E R, v E V, 
and (2.6) is isomorphic to V,. 

As an F[z]-module V, is also a vector space 
over F and 

dim V, = deg det L. 

The shift 

sv:=z~v, VE v,, 

is an endomorphism 

(2.9) 

of the vector space V,. The 
linear pencil z1- S and the polynomial matrix G 
have the same (finite) elementary divisors. A ma- 
trix representation of S with respect to a basis of 
V, is a candidate for a matrix A in (1.1). 

Let WE FSX’( z) have the formal expansion 

w(z) = ; w”z-(“+‘), W, E Fsx’. (2.10) 
r-0 

If the matrices A EF’~‘, C=FSX’, BEF’~‘, 

satisfy 

W,=CA”B, ~20, 

then 

(2.11) 

W(L) = C(zZ-‘A)-‘B+ D(z) 

for some D E Fsx’[z]. The following steps lead 
from a decomposition (2.4) to a state space reali- 
zation of W. Define three F-linear maps: 

d: v,+ VG, dv := sv = QZV) 

~3’: F’+ i& A?u := 7rJJu, 

Sf?: V,+ F”, Vv:= (G-‘Vv)+ 

The maps (2.12) satisfy 

(2.12a) 

(2.12b) 

(2.12c) 

W.d’.4TE = W,.$, v > 0, n$ E F’. (2.13) 

The triple (,sl, ~8, U) is called a state space model. 
To replace the F-linear maps in (2.13) by constant 
matrices one chooses a basis of V,. Recall (2.9) 
and put t := deg det G. There is an isomorphism 
T: V, --, F’. Then the matrices A := T&T-‘, B := 
Tg, C:= QT-’ satisfy (2.11), hence 

nW= C(zI-A)-‘B. 

There are two obstacles which prevent the pre- 
ceding approach to work immediately for the case 
K = Q. In general a matrix WE Qsx’ does not 
have an expansion corresponding to (2.10). This 
deficiency is easily repaired by p-adic expansions 
of W for different primes and a summation for- 
mula. The second stumbling block is the fact that 
for a nonsingular GE Z”x” the ‘state group’ 
a! “/GZ” does not have a generating set which is 
free over Z, whereas for GE FnX”[z] the vector 
space F”[z]/GF”[z] possesses a basis. We will 
remove this block using the notion of straight 
basis of an abelian group. 

3. State groups 

Our arguments are based on a summation for- 
mula for rational numbers which is the counter- 
part to the decomposition (2.1). If F is algebrai- 
cally closed then the strictly proper part h = rf in 
(2.1) is the sum of the principal parts of f at its 
poles and (f )-, is the sum of the residues. This 
observation draws our attention to the prime ele- 
ments z -h of R = F[z] and consequently to the 
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prime elements of R = Z. Thus let US fix a prime 
p. If w E Q has the p-adic expansion 

w = a-NP -N+ . . . +a-,p-’ +a,+a,p+ **-, 

OGaicP9 

then we call 

h,(w) := 5 a-,.p-” 
v=l 

the principalpart of w at p. The residue of w at p 
is defined by 

(w)-l.p:=(Y-l. 

For the following summation formula we refer to 
[4, p. 3141. 

Lemma 3.1. Any rational number w has a unique 
decomposition as 

w=xh,(w)+m, mEH, 
9 

(3.1) 

where the summation is over aN prime divisors of the 
denominator of w. 

For w E Cl! given by (3.1) we define 

VW := xh,( w) 
4 

(3.2) 

and 

b)-1 := C(w)-1.q. 
0 

Again, the preceding definitions will be extended 
component-wise to vectors and matrices of ra- 
tional numbers. 

Note a contrast between F(z) and Q (compare 
also [l,p. loo]). The set nF(z) is a subring and a 
direct surnmand of F(z) such that F(z) = nF(z) 
6~ F[z]. The numbers in nQ however do not have 
a corresponding property. 

Addition defined by 
a+b:=r(a+b), a, bElrQ, 

makes a group out of sQ, such that nQ = Q/E. 
Now let (2.4) be a realization of a matrix WE 

Qsx* such that R = E in (2.5). We focus on the 
finite abelian group 

Z”/GZ”. (3.3) 

It is known that this group is of’order ] det G ] , its 

structure is determined by the invariant factors of 
G. We call any group which is isomorphic to (3.3) 
a slate group associated to the realization (2.4). In 
accordance with (2.8) we work with a concrete 
representation of (3.3) taking ‘remainders mod G’. 
We define Q. and V, as in (2.7) and in (2.8), now 
with R = Z and with v given by (3.2). It is easy to 
see that rc h E Z )1 for h E H “. V, is a group under 
the addition 

v, +v2:=Tr&, +v,), ViE v,, 

and 

Occasionally we will write 

v, = v2 (mod G) 

if QV, = rcv2 or equivalently v1 = v, + Gh, for 
some hEB*. 

We require an endomorphism of the state group 
Va which should play a role corresponding to the 
shift S on the state space. Let A be a finite 
abelian group with the primary decomposition 

A=A(p,)@ ... @A(p,) (3.4) 

where A( pi) is the pi-component of A. For g E A 
with 

g= Cgi, gi EA(P;)* 

Put 

sg := cpivi. 

Then S is a nilpotent endomorphism of A. 
If A is given as in (3.4) then 

rp,: A +A(Pi) 

shall denote the canonical projection onto A(p,). 
For A = V, ‘we define 

TG.~, 
:= rp,7Tc. 

4. Straight bases and Jordan bases 

As we will see -below, the arguments which led 
to (2.13).can be car$ed over to the p-components 
V,(p) of a state group V,. It is the transition from 
mappings to matrices which calls for the concept 
of straight bases. 

Notation: In this section A(p) shall be an 
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abelian group of order p’. A vector 

e,=(O ,..., l,..., O)T 

denotes a unit vector of appropriate size. 

Lemma 4.1. Let WE QsXf have the realization 
(2.4) such that R = 2 in (2.5). For a fixedp-compo- 
nent V,(p) of V, define the following homomor- 
phisms 

‘/LP :V,(p)+V,(p), 3t;;h:=Sh=ph, 

ap :Z’+ v,(p), q$=Ir,JJ~, 

and the map 

WV : V,(p) --, Z”, Wpx:= (VG-‘x)+,. 

Let the matrices 

w”.PEzSX’, 06 w,/p, v>,o, 

be given by 

hp( W) = c Wy,Pp-(y+? 
Pa0 

Then 

~pJf$v~pei = Wv+ei, i = 1,. . . , t, 

for all integers v 2 0. 

Proof. 

~v~pv~pei = ( VG-‘5”‘r,,,Uei) -,.p 

= ( VG-‘~o,pPyUei) -I,p 

= (VG-‘Up’e,)-,,, = Wv.,ei. 

(4.la) 

(4.lb) 

(4.k) 

(4.2) 

(4.3) 

Definition 4.2. An r-tuple B = (a,, . . . , a,), up E 
A(p), is called a straight basis of A(p), if each 
element g E A(p) can be expressed uniquely as 

g= i cicri, CiE {O,l,..., p-l}. (4.4) 
i-l 

In [2] a more general definition can be found 
which for finite groups coincides with the pre- 
ceding one. For computational convenience we 
regard A(p) as a right Z-module. Thus we have 
Sg=gp forgEA( Wecanwrite(4.4)as g=Xc 
with c=(c,,..., c,)~ and 0 Q c <p. The action of 
S on %, i.e. 

can be described by the matrix pZ and also by a 
nilpotent matrix N, 

SX = XpZ = XN. 

The matrix N is uniquely determined by X if we 
agree upon 0 Q N c p. 

A Jordan basis is a special type of straight 
basis. 

Definition 4.3. A straight basis J = (jr,. . . , j,) of 
A(p) is called a Jordan basis of A(p), if SJ = JN 
such that N is in Jordan normal form, 

N=diag(N ,,..., N,), (4Sa) 

where 

l0 \ 

1 *. 
q.= :. (4Sb) 

\ 1’ o/ s, *s, 

The following observation is easy to prove. 

Lemma 4.4. Let A(p) be the direct sum of cyclic 
groups 

A(p)=A, @ ..a @A,, 

Ai=( Igil =PS'* (4.6) 

Then 

( 
s, -1 

gl,...,g,P, ,...,gq,...,gqp s,-I 
) (4.7) 

is a Jordan basis of A(p). Conversely, each Jordan 
basis of A(p) with N as in (4.5) is of the form (4.7) 
such that (4.6) holds. 

Let X be a fixed straight basis of A(p) and let 
NE Z”‘, 0 < N <p, be the matrix of the shift S, 
i.e. SX = EN. We now consider the coordinate 
vectors 

Hi::= {c, c~z’,o~c<p} 

with respect to X and define an addition such that 
H; is a group isomorphic to A(p). To each g E 
A(p) there exists a unique c E HP’ such that g = 
Xc. For cr, c1 E HP put 

cl + c2 = c if Zc, + Xc, = Xc. 

Then (H,‘, -l- ) is a group. We denote it by Hpl-N. 
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I’he map 

r,: A(~)+H,,-,, T,,g:=c forg=Bc (4.8) 

,s an isomorphism. In HP, _ N we have Sei = Nei, 
;=1,...,m. 

rheorem 4.5. 

Yp,-N= V,,-p&J). (4.9) 

%of. We have to show that r/plTN and A(p) are 
somorphic. Define an epimorpbism n : H’ + A(p) 
)y qk = Xk. Because of 

:pl- N)H’c Ker n 

ve have the commutative diagram 

v 
E’- A(P) 

I/ 
51- v (4.10) 

G-N 

vhere q is subjective. N E Zrx’ is nilpotent, 
herefore det( pl - N) =pr. Hence 1 VplmN 1 =pr 
= 1 A(p) 1 and ‘p is an isomorphism. 

We will see that in the case of a Jordan basis 
Ypl-N actually coincides with VP, _ N. 

xmma 4.6. (a) Two vectors c, c’ E E’ satisfy 22 = 
EC’ if and only if c = cl (mod pI - N). 

(b) If 2 is a Jordan basis then 

Y PI-N = Cl-N’ (4.11) 

‘roof. (a) The mapping 9, in (4.10) is an isomor- 
lhism. Hence 

Ker v=(pI-N)B’ 

)rXc=Oifandonlyif c=O(modp1-N). 
(b) It suffices to prove (4.11) for a matrix N 

which is made up by a single Jordan block. TO a 
$ven vector k E E’ there exists a unique 

i= (dl,..., dJT E Hp,--~ 

such that Xk = Xd, i.e. k = d (mod pI - N). Then 

:pI-N)-‘d=(p-‘d,,...,p-‘d,+ ... +p-‘d,) 

E’ITQ’ 

and rpjeNd= d. Hence vTplmNk E Hi for each 
k E E r. The sets VP, _ N and H,,, _ N are the same. 
It is not difficult to check a + b = rPpl-N(a -I- b), 
for a, b E HP/-N. 

We emphasise one point of the proof. 

Definition (and Remark) 4.7. Let AplANk for k E 
E’ denote the unique vector in HplmN such that 
k=A p,-Nk (mod pl- N). Then 

A,,-, : it’-’ HP/-~ (4.12) 

is an epimorphism, and 

Ker AplTN = (PI- N)E’. 

If A is a finite abelian group of order I-Ii”, , p,“l 
with pi-components A( pi), then we extend the 
preceding definitions from the A( pi)3 to the whole 
group A. Let Xi be a straight basis of A(p,). We 

call the sequence B = (X,, . . . , X,) a straight basis 
of A and m := Cfm,rni the straight dimension of A, 
str. dim A = m. Let Ni, 0 < Ni <pi be the matrix 
of S with respect to Xi. Put 

P-N=diag(p,I-N ,,..., pkI-Nk). (4.13) 

With each Xi (or equivalently Ni) goes a group 
Hp,l - N; We define 

HP-N := Hp,l-N, @ . - * @HpkI-Nk. (4.14) 

Let Tp, and Api,-,,,, be given by (4.8) and (4.12). 
Using the projection 

rp, : HP- N + Hp,I- N, 

we define 

T: A + HP-N, rp,T= Tp,, (4.15a) 

Ap-N : it’+ HP-N, rp,Ap-N= Aprl-Nip 
(4.15b) 

i=l , . . . , k. In the case where Ap-N is applied to 
each column of a matrix F we write Ap-NF- 

Let (2.4) be a realization of WE Qsx’ such 
that 

ldet GI = ,c,pT;. 

For A = V, a group HPbN can be constructed 
according to (4.14). Because of Theorem 4.5 HP-N 
is a state group associated to the realization (2.4). 
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5. State group realizations 

Our goal in this section is a realization (1.2) of 
a given rational matrix W. 

Theorem 5.1. Let WE Qsx’ have the realization 

W= VG-‘V+D, GEZ”~“, 

such that 

ldet GI = ,fipy#, m = str. dim Vo. 

For a fixed straight basis X of Vo let P - N be 
given by (4.13), i.e. SX=XP=XN, O<Ni<pi. 
Let HP-n be the associated state group (4.14) and 
let T and Ar-n be the maps in (4.15). Define the 
homomorphism 

B:Z’--, HP-n, & := T,V.$, 

and the map 

i!: Hr.-n 4 2”, Ch := (VG-‘T-‘h)-‘. 

Let the matrix B E Z”“’ be given by B = 
(Be ‘,.. . , Be,). Define, for h E HP-n, 

e(P- N)-‘h := c P-“+“CA,+,,N”h. 

Then 
(a) the following diagram commutes: 

%‘cLI 

/ 
2’ 

Ir 
\ 

V 
H P-N 

(b) there is a matrix 

c=(cl,..., c,), ci E zsxn’l) 0 Q ci <pi, 

such that, for h E HP-n, 

sC(P-N)-‘h=C(P-N)-‘h; 

‘(c) there is a D E Zsxt such that 

W=C(P-N)-‘B+D 

is a state group realization. 

Proof. (a) The right-hand triangle commutes if 

C(P - N)-‘h = nVG-‘T-‘h (5.1) 

for all h E HP-n. Put g= T-‘h. Then 

IrVG-‘T-‘h = &VG-‘ro,r,g. (5.2) 
i 

On the other hand 

e(P- IV)-‘h 

= f: v$op;(‘.+“( V~-‘nc.p,A’~)~l,p,~ (5.3) 

Therefore (5.2) and (5.3) yield (5.1). By the defini- 
tion of B the left-hand triangle commutes. 

(b) The map 

is a homomorphism. Put 

yi:=C(P-N)-‘e,, i=l,..., m, 

and Y:=(y’,..., y,,,). Then for k E Z”‘, 

C(P - N)-‘ApmHk = aVG-‘T-‘Ek = Yk, 

and for k E (P - F)Zn’ we have lrYk = 0. There- 
fore Y(P - N) = C E Zsx”‘. Let C E ZSx”’ be de- 
fined by 

A(,-,)ZTei = CTei, i = l,.. ., s. 

Then 

sYk=IrC(P-N)-‘k=IrC(P-N)-‘k 

for k E Z”‘, and C has the desired properties. 
(c) For e, E Z ’ we have 

lrWe, = IrVG-‘Ve, = aVG-‘srJJe, 

=C(P-N)-‘jei=nC(P-N)-‘Be,. 

Our definition 1.1 of a state group realization is 
not the only viable one. The fact that in a state 
space realization C(zI- A)-‘B the matrices C 
and B are constant is equivalent to ’ 

C(zI-A)-’ a71qzyxr 

and 
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ln an analogous fashion we could require in (1.1) 
the conditions 

C(P-N)-‘Epcp’ 

and (P-N)-‘BE~TQ~“~~ 

instead of O<Ci<p and O<Bi<p, i=l,..., k. 
Then the corresponding state group is VpeN. Both 
definitions coincide in the case when N is in 
Jordan form. 

6. An example 

We consider the matrix 

w=&i -:; 10) ( 
-14 

and the realization 

W= VG-‘=(; -;)(‘; ;)-‘(; -;) (6.1) 

with p, = 3 and pz = 2. There is a computational 
advantage to work with G-‘Vc instead of V,. 

We note 

~@=(a ;)+(a ;). 
The vectors 

(u,=(pJ2=(qJ3=(~)} - 
form a Jordan basis of GV,(3), the associated 
Jordan matrix is 

From 

we obtain 

Now 

yields 

and 

h,(W) =vrC,(p,I- N,)-‘B, = T( ;I; ,+I)* 

A Jordan basis of G&(2) is given by 

Put 

P+N,=( -; ;). 

We have 

hence 

B2=; ;. 
( 1 

Finally 

and 

Thus 

From (6.1) we have computed the state group 
realization 

2 0 1 
W’(l 0 II : :) 

./3 0 0 
O 3 0 0 

\-I- 

0 -1 3 

2 0 
0 -1 2 

I1 1 
1 1 L- 2 1 

1 0 
0 1 1 

-2 1 ( 1 1 1’ 
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